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GNES GNES -- The Gator Nation Earth StationThe Gator Nation Earth Station

Ground Control Station for SwampSat, Ground Control Station for SwampSat, 
our upcoming our upcoming CubeSatCubeSat, , 

www.ufsmallsat.com



Location Location –– Room D11Room D11--2727
Dental Building Dental Building –– ShandsShands Hospital ComplexHospital Complex

The left tower contains our satellite antenna array 
and is visible from the 11th floor window



SatPC32, Our Control Software for our Radio and Antennas



Fortunately We do not these for OSCAR SATS!Fortunately We do not these for OSCAR SATS!

Large Arrays with Very High Gain are suggested Large Arrays with Very High Gain are suggested 
for Applications such as EME, Earthfor Applications such as EME, Earth--MoonMoon--EarthEarth



Handheld OperationsHandheld Operations
Low ERP Low ERP –– Minimal NeedsMinimal Needs



Some OSCAR footprints extend outside NA



We Use 2m and 70cm for Most of our Satellite Contacts



Before you turn on any radio hook 
up the appropriate antenna.  Make 
sure there are no thunderstorms in 

the area!

Our GNES panel has a left column of 
connectors to ground antennas not 

in use.  The right column are 
connectors for the radios available 
at GNES and our VHF/UHF station

This photo shows the GNES  2 meter 
antenna (red coded) and 70cm 

antenna (blue) hooked up and ready 
for use.  The radio they hook up to 

is the ICOM IC-910

The yellow connector is for our 
Yaesu FT-1802 2m FM radio for 
speaking locally on our repeater.

When finished before leaving make 
sure to disconnect and ground the 

antennas.



Our Station Equipment
ICOM IC-910 radio

Yaesu G5500 Az-El Rotor

Yaesu GS-232B Computer-Rotor Interface

KPC9612plus TNC

An instructional video for the 
correct turn on and turn off 

procedure is on our Website.

The Manuals for this equipment are 
also available on the satellite/space 
page of our Website as pdf file links



OSCAR SatellitesOSCAR Satellites
Orbiting Satellites Carrying Amateur RadioOrbiting Satellites Carrying Amateur Radio

Includes satellites containing VHF Includes satellites containing VHF 
repeaters, V/U VHF up, UHF downrepeaters, V/U VHF up, UHF down
Voice Modes FM, LSB/USB, FM/DSBVoice Modes FM, LSB/USB, FM/DSB
Some Birds have linear inverting Some Birds have linear inverting 
transponderstransponders
Digital modesDigital modes
Many operate on schedules due to Many operate on schedules due to 
power budgets and experimental power budgets and experimental 
modesmodes



Use the www.amsat.org Website’s passes page to see the passes 
available for EL89 (our location); or any other computer satellite 

tracking program, or smart phone application



Use the www.amsat.org Website’s status page to see if the 
satellite you are interested in is in operational and if it has a 

operation schedule



Other ConsiderationsOther Considerations
Must be licensed to operate (easy to Must be licensed to operate (easy to 
obtain)obtain)
The hobby is nonThe hobby is non--commercial in nature, commercial in nature, 
no profit motive is allowedno profit motive is allowed
Rules and Regulations must be followedRules and Regulations must be followed
Frequencies are coordinated and shared Frequencies are coordinated and shared 
with other satellites that are different with other satellites that are different 
orbitsorbits
Low Earth SunLow Earth Sun--Synchronous Polar Orbits Synchronous Polar Orbits 
make for about 4 ten to fifteen minute make for about 4 ten to fifteen minute 
passes a day at our Latitudepasses a day at our Latitude
Ground stations for our purposes need to Ground stations for our purposes need to 
be computer driven be computer driven 



Start simple with the FM birds easiest to use.  They are 
repeaters in the sky receiving on one frequency on one band 

and re-transmitting the transmission one frequency on another 
band.  These birds get busy and weekday during work hours are 

the best time to use them.

AO-51: the easiest to use, check the schedule to make sure it is 
in mode V/U (VHF up/UHF down.

AO-27 is also easy to use. It is only turned on for six minutes of 
the footprint when over the US.

SO-50 is a third EasySat but has a little wobble and is this not 
consistent throughout the pass.

These three are three easiest to use as they are active most of 
the time. Detailed information about these three birds and for 

SO-67, Hope-1 and ISS follows on the next eight slides.





AO-27 is easy to use. It is only turned on for six minutes of 
the footprint when over the US so do not be surprised when 
you do not acquire signal at AOS (turned on over mid-US).





SO-67, Sumbandilla, is also easy to use but is a secondary 
usage, when the primary transponder is not needed.  You 

must check the schedule.  Use narrow FM for this bird.



Hope-1, is also easy to use in FM mode but is on a schedule that turns it on at 
different times, and in different modes.  See the following slide for mode info.  
The transponder pairs are entered into SatPC32 and the current pair needs to 

be selected under the satellite tab. Check online for scheduling.





The ISS has an easy to use 2m FM transponder.  You need to start
the desktop icon for “SatPC32ISS” and make sure to update your 
keps as the orbit changes with frequent burns. Check the online 
schedule at www.issfanclub.com.  The next slide explains more.





Use the desktop icon for program Use the desktop icon for program WinAOSWinAOS to make to display to make to display 
information for satellites you are interested in working.  Open information for satellites you are interested in working.  Open the the 
software and select amateur source files as shown below, click osoftware and select amateur source files as shown below, click on n 
those available that you desire to list and the once chose hit Othose available that you desire to list and the once chose hit OK.K.



Select the time range that you are interested in getting a Select the time range that you are interested in getting a 
report for.  You can select what day/time to start the report for.  You can select what day/time to start the 

report so you can plan for the best time to come in the report so you can plan for the best time to come in the 
station or go on a portable operation.station or go on a portable operation.



Select one satellite and all passes for that bird are highlighteSelect one satellite and all passes for that bird are highlighted for d for 
easier use.  Each pass displays AOS (acquisition), LOS (loss), measier use.  Each pass displays AOS (acquisition), LOS (loss), max ax 
elevation, range of AZ.  We can usually work satellites reliablyelevation, range of AZ.  We can usually work satellites reliably at at 

elevations above 5 degrees, and often below.elevations above 5 degrees, and often below.



WinListenWinListen software software 
lets you select the lets you select the 

coordinates for two coordinates for two 
stations, and the stations, and the 

satellite desired. It satellite desired. It 
then computes the then computes the 
common footprint common footprint 

where both stations where both stations 
can make contactcan make contact

This is very helpful This is very helpful 
for working stations for working stations 
on the fringes of a on the fringes of a 
footprint, and for footprint, and for 
making schedules making schedules 

between two between two 
stationsstations



Before you turn on any radio 
or control software hook up 

the appropriate antenna.  
Make sure there are no 

thunderstorms in the area!

Our GNES panel has a left column of 
connectors to ground antennas not in 
use.  The right column are connectors 
for the radios available at GNES and 

our VHF/UHF station

This photo shows the GNES  2 meter 
antenna (red coded) and 70cm 

antenna (blue) hooked up and ready 
for use.  The radio they hook up to is 

the ICOM IC-910

When finished before leaving 
make sure to disconnect and 

ground the antennas.



SatPC32 is the software we use for CAT (computer assisted tuning) and 
computer antenna tracking control. Before starting the software make 
sure to turn on all equipment in the correct order (see website video).



In this image Satellite AO7 is selected as the active satellite for 
CAT/rotor control, by hitting tab A on the lower right. If the 

footprint is over our location (QTH), the tabs highlight.



Note that other satellites are also appear on the screen and 
have the tab letter preceding the name



By using the AL/Ct button on top in the AL mode the bottom of the 
screen shows the AL (AOS/LOS) times of the selected satellite.



By using the AL/Ct button on top in the Ct mode the bottom of the 
screen shows the amount of time until the next AOS of the selected 

satellite.  Note the mouseover description.



Note the maximum elevation of the pass of the selected 
satellite is displayed as well as the current Az and El



The screen map displays can be changed in 2D size and whether 
3D globe view is desired.  Use mouseover for details.



This view shows the 3D globe view. 



Mouseover to see what the other buttons do to the 
satellite display.



When you are in footprint and ready to transmit use the boom 
microphone/headset (Heil) and activate transmit by foot pedal.  Listen 
for your downlink and make sure you hear it or avoid making frequent 

calls.



If you do not hear your downlink you may still be getting into the bird 
but not receiving it and be causing interference to others (tumbling bird 

with antennas orientation changing).



The FM birds are one frequency crossband repeaters. You may have 
many stations on at once trying to transmit, use etiquette.  Say their 

callsign from W4DFU, your first name, “Univ. FL” Club Station 
Gainesville in EL89 (grid square).



The other station may say QSL to confirm the contact, and you the same 
after a successful two way exchange.  You may get more calls from 

others, or make more yourself. If the SAT is crowded do not hog the bird, 
2-3 contacts if others are on is good etiquette



Make sure to enter the contact in the paper log at the SAT station.  
List the date in UTC (see clock), time UTC, mode used, callsign of the 
station contacted, frequency up/down, their grid square, sign your 
name and callsign.  Not logging contacts is a club violation and can 

result in losing station rights.



OSCAR SatellitesOSCAR Satellites
Orbiting Satellites Carrying Amateur RadioOrbiting Satellites Carrying Amateur Radio

Some more information follows about satellites for 
advanced users.  Look for a primer in the near future 
for using these birds and ask Dr. Garlitz if you would 
like more information about making contact with 
them, at jgarlitz@ufl.edu.

Many of the following birds use linear transponders, 
transmitting LSB, USB (or CW) up on one side of the 
center of the bandwidth and the opposite side down 
(50 KHz bandwidth on most).

This allows multiple users to make contacts on the 
satellite simultaneously.











OSCAR Digital SatellitesOSCAR Digital Satellites
GOGO--32 32 -- TechnionTechnion U Haifa IsraelU Haifa Israel



Store and Forward BBSStore and Forward BBS





3U 3U CubeSatCubeSat Form Factor Form Factor 







Experimentation and Experimentation and 
Communication Communication –– DO64DO64





Successes of Delphi 3C MissionSuccesses of Delphi 3C Mission

Experiment longevityExperiment longevity
Use of online support Use of online support –– ground ground 
station networkstation network
Distributed Software with simplicity Distributed Software with simplicity 
of Sound Card for receivingof Sound Card for receiving
Carried Amateur Radio onCarried Amateur Radio on--board for board for 
actual use by Hams mitigates Town actual use by Hams mitigates Town 
and Gown issuesand Gown issues



When done using W4DFUWhen done using W4DFU

Make sure all radios and Make sure all radios and connected connected 
equipmentequipment are turned off in the correct are turned off in the correct 
orderorder
It is OK to leave the computers onIt is OK to leave the computers on
Make sure to ground all antennasMake sure to ground all antennas
Shut off the lightsShut off the lights
Lock the fence lockLock the fence lock
Make sure the door is locked when you Make sure the door is locked when you 
leaveleave
If any questions or issues eIf any questions or issues e--mail Dr. Jay mail Dr. Jay 
Garlitz at Garlitz at jgarlitz@ufl.edujgarlitz@ufl.edu or call his cell, or call his cell, 
352352--246246--6003.6003.


